1. Select Math Course based on Placement Results

- CCDM 103N, Pre-Algebra
- CCDM 114N, Algebra Skills
- MATH 120, Intermediate Algebra
- MATH 121, College Algebra
- MATH 142G, Calculus for Biological and Management Sciences 1
- E ST 251 or STAT 251, Statistics for Business and the Behavioral Sciences
2. Select an English Course based on Placement Results

- CCDE 105N, Effective Communication Skills
- CCDE 110N, General Composition
- ENGL 111G, Rhetoric and Composition or
  ENGL 111H, Rhetoric and Composition - Honors

3. Select a computer course, choosing a lecture class or an online class depending on student preferences

- BCIS 110G, Introduction to Computerized Information Systems, or CS 110G, Computer Literacy

4. Select the Introductory Business Course

- BUSA 111, Business in a Global Society
These four choices will result in 12 -14 credits. Students may stop here or select an additional class such as:

- UNIV 150, Freshman Year Experience (if space is available)
- General education courses such as
  – HIST 101G, Roots of Modern Europe
  – HIST 102G, Modern Europe
  – HIST 201G, Introduction to Early American History

Additional Classes Continued

- HIST 202G, Introduction to Recent American History
- THTR 101G, Introduction to Theater
- MUS 101G, An Introduction to Music
- MUS 201G, History of Jazz in Popular Music
- General electives such as PE or foreign language
For More Information

• Visit the web page: businessn.nmsu.edu
  – Click on “students” and then on “advising”

• Call Celina Talamantes at (505) 646-6028 or Kathy Brook at (505) 646-4905